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How safe is the water?
HOWSAFE THEWATER?

Water is so common and so
necessaryin our everyday life. The
oldadage that “younever miss the
water ’till—” is only too true. But
there is another aspect of water
than having the well run dry.

For example, breeding problems
that have no relationship to
nutrition or known diseases. This
seems to be the biggest headache
in highlevel herds, where nutrition
is watched carefully and herd
health is under constant
monitoring.How safe is the water that we

take for granted every day? The
question arises because of a rash of
problems encountered on farms,
that seem to point that way. The
problems often involve subtle
health problems that defy
diagnosis and spurn treatment.

There are many reasons to be
concerned about the supply of
water that our cows drink. In the
first place, a dairy cow will drink
about fifty gallons of the stuff
every day. If that fifty gallons has
only a small, say 50 or 10 parts per
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COMPARE LIST PRICES
FOX BRADY Model6654 250 HP 4 Wheel Drive Air
Conditioner Heater ElectricKnife Sharpener
Iron Sensor 18-4x26Tires
John Deere Model 5730 225 HP AWheelDnve Air
Conditioner Heater Reverse Drive Knife Sharpener
Metal Detector 18 4x30 Tires
New Holland Model 1900 270 HP 4 Wheel Drive Air
Conditioner Heater ManualKnife Sharpener
Metal Alert II 18 4x3oTtres

Date List Price Base Unit

2 1 86 $74 467 00 FOB Fact

11185 $9l 477 00*

11 25 85 $lO4 812 00*

* Available Retail Pricing

COMPARE ATTACHMENTS
Who has aKernal Breaker (Patent Pend ) that will crack or damage up to 99% ofall kernels and break

the cob slices for better palatabihty and digestion 7 ONLY FOX
Who has an automatic Knife Grinder (Patented)that sharpens/rebevelsknifesat a flip ofa switch and

lets you eat lunch or service your machine at the same time 7 ONLY FOX
Who has a2or 3 row quick adjustable Corn Head (Patented) thatadjusts from 30 to 40 rows with the

aid of aratchet wrench 7 ONLY FOX
Who has a chain monitor to instantly stop thefeed rolls and corn head if a gathering chain becomes loose

or broken 7 ONLY FOX

At IP $l7010 00LESS THAN JOHN DEERE MODEL 5730
OAVt —s3o 345 00LESS THAN NEW HOLLAND MODEL 1900

PLUS
FOX BRADY is offeringtheir dealers the Retail Incentives listed below off ofcurrent Suggested List Price

SPFMODEL RETAIL INCENTIVE SPF.MODEL RETAIL INCENTIVE
6650 $lO 000 6654 (4 WD) $llOOO

PLUS
WAIVER OF INTERESTTO JANUARY 1,19»7ON ALL SELF-PROPELLED UNITS

OR
CASH DISCOUNT IN LIEU OF WAIVER OF INTEREST

Modtl April M«y Jun» July Am S»p« Oct D«c
SPF 6650 6055 Slso 4 700 4 050 3 400 2 750 2 100

6654 6SOO 5 800 5 100 4 400 3 700 3 000 2 300

OR
Retail Finance Plan Up to 4 Years With MonthlyOrQuarterly Payments at a low Interest Rate Check
with your Fox Brady Dealer NOWfor these BIG SAVINGS and pay NO INTEREST until January 1 1987

or pay cash and receive a check for the cash discount sent directly to you

BUY NOW AND SAVE
This offer is limited to current qualified inventory and available only through Fox Brady Dealers

Call Or See Your Brady Fox Dealer For Details;

SHUEY SALES & SERVICE GRUMELLI FARM SERVICE
Mam St Rt 222
Ono, PA Quarryville, PA

(717)865-4915 (717)786-7318

STRAWSER FARM SUPPLY DOTTERER EQUIP., INC.
Star Route RD 3
Mifflin, PA Mill Hall, PA

(717)436-6992 (717)726-3471

C. J. WONSIDLER BROS.
Quakertown, PA

, NewTnpoli, PA Oley.PA
(215)536-7523 (215)767-7611 (215)987-6257

million ot tox substance in it, the
cow ends up with a substantial
amount of toxic intake. It could
have a profound effet on the
delicately balanced metabolism of
a heavily stressedhigh producer.

Why should we be more con-
cerned about water now than ever
before? Simply because there are
more things happening now in
agriculture than Papa ever
thought possible. In the first place,
dairy cows are becoming more and
more concentrated in small areas
of the land. When this happens, the
manure is also more concentrated,
and in some cases the land is
already saturated with more
nutrients than it can handle.

The only place to go, even for
nature, is to dump the excess into
the water table. One of the most
abundant of these excess nutrients
is Nitrogen, which finds it’s way
into water in the form of ammonia,
nitrates, and/ornitrites.

Nitrogen is a mixed blessing,
because it is often the most
necessary and one of the most
expensive plant nutrients we have
to buy. If it is so abundant on our
dairy farms, why do we need to
buy large amounts to grow com?

The difficulty is that it is so
elusive when we go to measure it
that wp »pp fnrppH tn make

WHEN THE POWER FAILS
BE SURE YOUR GENERATOR
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We Offer Preventive Maintenance
And Immediate Emergency Service ToAll

Brands And Sizes of Generator Sets!!
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It Would Be Our Pleasure ToAdd Your Facility To Our List
of SatisfiedCustomers 1
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assumptions about how much is
there, where and when we need it.
We also end up making assump-
tions about how much is wasted,
and how much gets into the water
we drink.Even our best laboratory
tests for N will vary from day to
day, because of this characteristic
of volitility and instability.

Other things are happening to
the water supply. Where do the
tons of chemicals we dump on the
land end up? Some pesticides as
well as dairy chemicals do degrade
into harmless substance, and some
get locked up in the complex
chemistry ofclay in the soil.

But some are bound to get into
the water that the cows, as well as
you and I, drink every day. And if
you drinka couple of glasses a day,
a cow drinks a thousand times as
much! More, in proportion to her
size, than a human does. Any
impurity ortoxicicity is multiplied
that much in acow.

I don’t mean to imply that all
water is unsafe to drink or to give
to the cows. Don’t rush out to the
vendor of “Water purifiers” and
buy an expensive gadget. At least,
not before checking carefully
every aspect of the farm water
supply. Have several laboratories

check the water, if you suspect
trouble from that source. Not
because the vendor is dishonest,
heaven forbid, but because the
water samples differ, and
mistakes can be made. It’s better
to get a second opinion from a
disinterested source.
If herd health problems are

plagueing you, and can’t be at-
tributed to disease or nutrition,
suspect the water supply. If
toxicicity is suspected, have at
least TWO labs test it. And get a
second opinion about what to do to
correct it.

The easiest and cheapest
correction may be to change some
of your habits of purchase and
disposal of chemicals so that they
stay clear of the surface and
subsurface water supply.

AT SEAL CRETE, WE HAVE THE EQUIPMENT
TO REACH FOR EXCELLENCE
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“We Are The Fussy Ones”

LITIE ARE;

AGRICULTURE - COMMERCIAL. INDUSTRIAL - CHURCHES
• Barn Painting • Milk House • Roof Coating

• Water Proofing Silos • Stucco Farmhouses

For FREE Estimate CALL

Seal Crete Inc.
PAINTING & WATERPROOFING

RD 2, Box 417, Ephrata, PA 17522 • 717-859-1127


